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Stephen E. Ambrose’s classic New York Times bestseller and inspiration for the acclaimed HBO
series about Easy Company, the ordinary men who became the World War II’s most
extraordinary soldiers at the frontlines of the war's most critical moments. Featuring a foreword
from Tom Hanks.They came together, citizen soldiers, in the summer of 1942, drawn to Airborne
by the $50 monthly bonus and a desire to be better than the other guy. And at its peak—in
Holland and the Ardennes—Easy Company was as good a rifle company as any in the
world.From the rigorous training in Georgia in 1942 to the disbanding in 1945, Stephen E.
Ambrose tells the story of this remarkable company. In combat, the reward for a job well done is
the next tough assignment, and as they advanced through Europe, the men of Easy kept getting
the tough assignments.They parachuted into France early D-Day morning and knocked out a
battery of four 105 mm cannon looking down Utah Beach; they parachuted into Holland during
the Arnhem campaign; they were the Battered Bastards of the Bastion of Bastogne, brought in to
hold the line, although surrounded, in the Battle of the Bulge; and then they spearheaded the
counteroffensive. Finally, they captured Hitler's Bavarian outpost, his Eagle's Nest at
Berchtesgaden.They were rough-and-ready guys, battered by the Depression, mistrustful and
suspicious. They drank too much French wine, looted too many German cameras and watches,
and fought too often with other GIs. But in training and combat they learned selflessness and
found the closest brotherhood they ever knew. They discovered that in war, men who loved life
would give their lives for them.This is the story of the men who fought, of the martinet they hated
who trained them well, and of the captain they loved who led them. E Company was a company
of men who went hungry, froze, and died for each other, a company that took 150 percent
casualties, a company where the Purple Heart was not a medal—it was a badge of office.
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SourcesAbout Stephen E. AmbroseIndexTo all those members of the Parachute Infantry,United
States Army, 1941–1945,who wear the Purple Heart not as a decorationbut as a badge of
office.“From this day to the ending of the World,. . . we in it shall be remembered. . . we band of
brothers.”HENRY VWilliam ShakespeareFOREWORD TO THE 25TH ANNIVERSARY
EDITIONAS THE RED-LETTER VERSION of the Gospels puts extra attention on those certain
passages most important to that story, Band of Brothers shows Stephen Ambrose’s high regard
for, and his faith in, the words of the brothers themselves. The historical record of Easy Company
of the 506th Regiment of the 101st Airborne Division is written neither in the grand tactics of
military planning nor in the collective events across the nations-wide fronts of World War II.
Rather, the saga of Easy Company is meted out in the days, even the hours, from the formation
of the outfit at Camp Toccoa, Georgia, through the horrible months begun in Normandy, and not
completed until they took the Eagle’s Nest; in the memories told by the likes of men named
Carwood, Buck, and Wild Bill.There is no question of Stephen’s bona fides as a historian. Band
of Brothers holds its own on the Ambrose shelf of books. In it, he shows himself to be, again, a
great chronicler of history, a teller of authoritative, intuitive, and heartrending stories.
Magnificently, Ambrose demonstrates the most important quality for any scholar or writer—as a



listener.I found it impossible to be a distant observer of the lives of the men of Easy Company as
heard and written by Stephen Ambrose. Their stories—the history they witnessed, the history
they made—are the redlettered memories of the days of their youth, words that landed in the
golden ears of a great writer who knew wheat from chaff.TOM HANKSMarch 2,
2017INTRODUCTIONI’VE ALREADY TOLD, in the Acknowledgments in this book, how I came
to write about Easy Company. It has been my privilege to have interviewed many of the veterans,
starting with Eisenhower and going down the ranks to the privates. This book has been a joy to
me, in its reception of course, but most of all through the interviews and my continuing friendship
with the men of Easy Company. One of the greatest pleasures of my life has been becoming
friends with so many of these men, starting with their commanding officer, Dick Winters, and on
down through Sergeant (later Lieutenant) Carwood Lipton, Sergeants Don Malarkey, Paul
Rogers, Bill Guarnere, and so many others.I would, however, be remiss if I didn’t make a special
mention of Corporal Walter Gordon. He was the first man I interviewed, and I spent more time
with him than anyone else except Dick Winters. Walter was as good a man to interview as I’ve
ever encountered in decades of doing interviews, but beyond his knowledge and way of
expressing his feelings about this or that aspect of jumping out of perfectly good planes or
fighting a battle, he was a marvelous wit. I would spend hours with him in my study (he was a
neighbor) and he would leave me weak with laughter. For a period of seven years, before his
death in 1999, Walter and I would go to a local restaurant for Friday night dinner. I got to know
his wife and kids, lovely people.Walter Gordon was, at least to me, GI Joe. He exemplified
everything that was good about the men in the Armed Forces of the United States in World War
II. He said to me once, at the conclusion of a taperecorded interview, “Now listen, whatever you
do in this book, don’t go making me into a hero.” To which I could only reply, “I don’t make
heroes. I only write about them.”In this book you can read about them.STEPHEN E.
AMBROSE1“We Wanted Those Wings”CAMP TOCCOAJuly–December 1942THE MEN OF
EASY COMPANY, 506th Parachute Infantry Regiment, 101st Airborne Division, U.S. Army, came
from different backgrounds, different parts of the country. They were farmers and coal miners,
mountain men and sons of the Deep South. Some were desperately poor, others from the
middle class. One came from Harvard, one from Yale, a couple from UCLA. Only one was from
the Old Army, only a few came from the National Guard or Reserves. They were citizen
soldiers.They came together in the summer of 1942, by which time the Europeans had been at
war for three years. By the late spring of 1944, they had become an elite company of airborne
light infantry. Early on the morning of D-Day, in its first combat action, Easy captured and put out
of action a German battery of four 105 mm cannon that were looking down on Utah Beach. The
company led the way into Carentan, fought in Holland, held the perimeter at Bastogne, led the
counteroffensive in the Battle of the Bulge, fought in the Rhineland campaign, and took Hitler’s
Eagle’s Nest at Berchtesgaden. It had taken almost 150 percent casualties. At the peak of its
effectiveness, in Holland in October 1944 and in the Ardennes in January 1945, it was as good a
rifle company as there was in the world.The job completed, the company disbanded, the men



went home.• • •Each of the 140 men and seven officers who formed the original company
followed a different route to its birthplace, Camp Toccoa, Georgia, but they had some things in
common. They were young, born since the Great War. They were white, because the U.S. Army
in World War II was segregated. With three exceptions, they were unmarried. Most had been
hunters and athletes in high school.They were special in their values. They put a premium on
physical well-being, hierarchical authority, and being part of an elite unit. They were idealists,
eager to merge themselves into a group fighting for a cause, actively seeking an outfit with which
they could identify, join, be a part of, relate to as a family.They volunteered for the paratroopers,
they said, for the thrill, the honor, and the $50 (for enlisted men) or $100 (for officers) monthly
bonus paratroopers received. But they really volunteered to jump out of airplanes for two
profound, personal reasons. First, in Robert Rader’s words, “The desire to be better than the
other guy took hold.” Each man in his own way had gone through what Richard Winters
experienced: a realization that doing his best was a better way of getting through the Army than
hanging around with the sad excuses for soldiers they met in the recruiting depots or basic
training. They wanted to make their Army time positive, a learning and maturing and challenging
experience.Second, they knew they were going into combat, and they did not want to go in with
poorly trained, poorly conditioned, poorly motivated draftees on either side of them. As to
choosing between being a paratrooper spearheading the offensive and an ordinary infantryman
who could not trust the guy next to him, they decided the greater risk was with the infantry. When
the shooting started, they wanted to look up to the guy beside them, not down.They had been
kicked around by the Depression, had the scars to show for it. They had grown up, many of
them, without enough to eat, with holes in the soles of their shoes, with ragged sweaters and no
car and often not a radio. Their educations had been cut short, either by the Depression or by
the war.“Yet, with this background, I had and still have a great love for my country,” Harry Welsh
declared forty-eight years later. Whatever their legitimate complaints about how life had treated
them, they had not soured on it or on their country.They came out of the Depression with many
other positive features. They were self-reliant, accustomed to hard work and to taking orders.
Through sports or hunting or both, they had gained a sense of self-worth and self-
confidence.They knew they were going into great danger. They knew they would be doing more
than their part. They resented having to sacrifice years of their youth to a war they never made.
They wanted to throw baseballs, not grenades, shoot a .22 rifle, not an M-1. But having been
caught up in the war, they decided to be as positive as possible in their Army careers.Not that
they knew much about airborne, except that it was new and all-volunteer. They had been told
that the physical training was tougher than anything they had ever seen, or that any other unit in
the Army would undergo, but these young lions were eager for that. They expected that, when
they were finished with their training, they would be bigger, stronger, tougher than when they
started, and they would have gone through the training with the guys who would be fighting
beside them.“The Depression was over,” Carwood Lipton recalled of that summer of 1942, “and I
was beginning a new life that would change me profoundly.” It would all of them.• • •First Lt.



Herbert Sobel of Chicago was the initial member of E Company, and its C.O. His executive
officer (X.O.) was 2d Lt. Clarence Hester, from northern California. Sobel was Jewish, urban,
with a commission from the National Guard. Hester had started as a private, then earned his
commission from Officer Candidate’s School (OCS). Most of the platoon and assistant platoon
leaders were newly commissioned graduates of OCS, including 2d Lts. Dick Winters from
Pennsylvania, Walter Moore from California’s racetracks, and Lewis Nixon from New York City
and Yale. S. L. Matheson was an ROTC graduate from UCLA. At twenty-eight years of age, Sobel
was the old man in the group; the others were twenty-four or younger.The company, along with
Dog, Fox, and Battalion HQ Companies, made up the 2d Battalion of the 506th PIR. The
battalion commander was Maj. Robert Strayer, a thirty-year-old reserve officer. The regimental
commander was Col. Robert Sink, a 1927 West Point graduate. The 506th was an experimental
outfit, the first parachute infantry regiment in which the men would take their basic training and
their jump training together, as a unit. It would be a year before it was attached to the 101st
Airborne, the Screaming Eagles. The officers were as new to this paratrooping business as the
men; they were teachers who sometimes were not much more than one day ahead of the
class.The original N.C.O.s were Old Army. “We looked up to them,” Pvt. Walter Gordon of
Mississippi remembered, “as almost like gods because they had their wings, they were qualified
jumpers. But, hell, if they knew how to do an about-face, they were ahead of us, we were raw
recruits. Later, looking back, we regarded them with scorn. They couldn’t measure up to our own
people who moved up to corporals and sergeants.”The first privates in Easy were Frank
Perconte, Herman Hansen, Wayne Sisk, and Carwood Lipton. Within a few days of its formation,
Easy had a full complement of 132 men and eight officers. It was divided into three platoons and
a headquarters section. There were three twelve-man rifle squads plus a six-man mortar team
squad to a platoon. A light infantry outfit, Easy had one machine-gun to each of the rifle squads,
and a 60 mm mortar in each mortar team.Few of the original members of Easy made it through
Toccoa. “Officers would come and go,” Winters remarked. “You would take one look at them and
know they wouldn’t make it. Some of those guys were just a bowl of butter. They were so
awkward they didn’t know how to fall.” This was typical of the men trying for the 506th PIR; it took
500 officer volunteers to produce the 148 who made it through Toccoa, and 5,300 enlisted
volunteers to get 1,800 graduates.• • •As the statistics show, Toccoa was a challenge. Colonel
Sink’s task was to put the men through basic training, harden them, teach them the rudiments of
infantry tactics, prepare them for jump school, and build a regiment that he would lead into
combat. “We were sorting men,” Lieutenant Hester recalled, “sorting the fat to the thin and
sorting out the no guts.”Pvt. Ed Tipper said of his first day in Easy, “I looked up at nearby Mount
Currahee and told someone, ‘I’ll bet that when we finish the training program here, the last thing
they’ll make us do will be to climb to the top of that mountain.’ [Currahee was more a hill than a
mountain, but it rose 1,000 feet above the parade ground and dominated the landscape.] A few
minutes later, someone blew a whistle. We fell in, were ordered to change to boots and athletic
trunks, did so, fell in again—and then ran most of the three miles to the top and back down



again.” They lost some men that first day. Within a week, they were running—or at least double-
timing—all the way up and back.At the end of the second week, Tipper went on, “We were told,
‘Relax. No runs today.’ We were taken to the mess hall for a tremendous meal of spaghetti at
lunchtime. When we came out of the mess hall, a whistle blew, and we were told, ‘The orders are
changed. We run.’ We went to the top of Currahee and back with a couple of ambulances
following, and men vomiting spaghetti everywhere along the way. Those who dropped out and
accepted the medics’ invitation to ride back in the ambulances found themselves shipped out
that same day.”The men were told that Currahee was an Indian word that meant “We stand
alone,” which was the way these paratroopers expected to fight. It became the battle cry of the
506th.The officers and men ran up and down Currahee three or four times a week. They got so
they could do the six-plus-mile round-trip in fifty minutes. In addition, they went through a
grueling obstacle course daily, and did push-ups and pull-ups, deep-knee bends and other
calisthenics.When the men were not exercising, they were learning the basics of soldiering.
They began with close order drill, then started making night marches with full field equipment.
The first night march was eleven miles; on each march that followed a mile or two was added on.
These marches were made without a break, without a cigarette, without water. “We were
miserable, exhausted, and thought that if we did not get a drink of water we were certain to
collapse,” Pvt. Burton “Pat” Christenson recalled. At the end of a march Sobel would check each
man’s canteen to see that it was still full.Those who made it got through because of an intense
private determination and because of their desire for public recognition that they were special.
Like all elite units around the world, the Airborne had its unique badges and symbols. Once
through jump school, they would receive silver wings to wear on the left pocket of their jackets, a
patch for their left shoulder, a patch for their hats, and the right to wear paratrooper boots and
“blouse” their trousers (tuck the trousers into their boots). Gordon said that “it doesn’t make
much sense now [1990], but at the time we were all ready to trade our lives in order to wear
these accoutrements of the Airborne.”The only rest came when they got lectures, on weapons,
map and compass reading, infantry tactics, codes, signaling, field telephones, radio equipment,
switchboard and wire stringing, demolitions. For unarmed combat and bayonet drills, it was back
to using those trembling muscles.When they were issued their rifles, they were told to treat the
weapon as they would treat a wife, gently. It was theirs to have and to hold, to sleep with in the
field, to know intimately. They got to where they could take it apart and put it back together
blindfolded.To prepare the men for jump school, Toccoa had a mock-up tower some 35 feet high.
A man was strapped into a parachute harness that was connected to 15-foot risers, which in turn
were attached to a pulley that rode a cable. Jumping from the tower in the harness, sliding down
the cable to the landing, gave the feeling of a real parachute jump and landing.All these activities
were accompanied by shouting in unison, chanting, singing together, or bitching. The language
was foul. These nineteen-and twenty-year-old enlisted men, free from the restraints of home and
culture, thrown together into an all-male society, coming from all over America, used words as
one form of bonding. The one most commonly used, by far, was the f-word. It substituted for



adjectives, nouns, and verbs. It was used, for example, to describe the cooks: “those f——ers,”
or “f——ing cooks”; what they did: “f——ed it up again”; and what they produced. David Kenyon
Webster, a Harvard English major, confessed that he found it difficult to adjust to the “vile,
monotonous, and unimaginative language.” The language made these boys turning into men feel
tough and, more important, insiders, members of a group. Even Webster got used to it, although
never to like it.The men were learning to do more than swear, more than how to fire a rifle, more
than that the limits of their physical endurance were much greater than they had ever imagined.
They were learning instant, unquestioning obedience. Minor infractions were punished on the
spot, usually by requiring the man to do twenty push-ups. More serious infractions cost a man
his weekend pass, or several hours marching in full field pack on the parade ground. The Army
had a saying, Gordon related: “We can’t make you do anything, but we can make you wish you
had.” Brought together by their misery, held together by their cadence counts, singing, and
common experiences, they were becoming a family.The company learned to act as a unit. Within
days of the formation of Easy, the 140 men could make a one-quarter or one-half turn, or an
about-face, as if one. Or set off at double-time, or on a full run. Or drop to the ground to do push-
ups. Or shout “Yes, Sir!” or “No, Sir!” in unison.All this was part of the initiation rites common to all
armies. So was learning to drink. Beer, almost exclusively, at the post PX, there being no nearby
towns. Lots of beer. They sang soldiers’ songs. Toward the end of the evening, invariably
someone would insult someone else with a slurring reference to his mother, his sweetheart, his
home town, or his region. Then they would fight, as soldier boys do, inflicting bloody noses and
blackened eyes, before staggering back to their barracks, yelling war chants, supporting each
other, becoming comrades.The result of these shared experiences was a closeness unknown to
all outsiders. Comrades are closer than friends, closer than brothers. Their relationship is
different from that of lovers. Their trust in, and knowledge of, each other is total. They got to know
each other’s life stories, what they did before they came into the Army, where and why they
volunteered, what they liked to eat and drink, what their capabilities were. On a night march they
would hear a cough and know who it was; on a night maneuver they would see someone
sneaking through the woods and know who it was from his silhouette.Their identification worked
downward, from the Army to the Airborne to the 506th to 2d Battalion to Easy Company to
platoon to squad. Pvt. Kurt Gabel of the 513th PIR described his experience in words that any
member of E Company could have used: “The three of us, Jake, Joe, and I, became . . . an entity.
There were many entities in our close-knit organizations. Groups of threes and fours, usually
from the same squads or sections, core elements within the families that were the small units,
were readily recognized as entities . . . . This sharing . . . evolved never to be relinquished, never
to be repeated. Often three such entities would make up a squad, with incredible results in
combat. They would literally insist on going hungry for one another, freezing for one another,
dying for one another. And the squad would try to protect them or bail them out without the
slightest regard to consequences, cussing them all the way for making it necessary. Such a rifle
squad, machine gun section, scout-observer section, pathfinder section was a mystical



concoction.”1Philosopher J. Glenn Gray, in his classic work The Warriors, got it exactly right:
“Organization for a common and concrete goal in peacetime organizations does not evoke
anything like the degree of comradeship commonly known in war . . . . At its height, this sense of
comradeship is an ecstasy . . . . Men are true comrades only when each is ready to give up his
life for the other, without reflection and without thought of personal loss.”2The comradeship
formed in training and reinforced in combat lasted a lifetime. Forty-nine years after Toccoa, Pvt.
Don Malarkey of Oregon wrote of the summer of 1942, “So this was the beginning of the most
momentous experience of my life, as a member of E Company. There is not a day that has
passed since that I do not thank Adolf Hitler for allowing me to be associated with the most
talented and inspiring group of men that I have ever known.” Every member of Easy interviewed
by this author for this book said something similar.• • •The N.C.O.s came up from the ranks,
gradually replacing the Old Army cadre types who quit as the training grew more intense. Within
a year, all thirteen sergeants in Easy were from the original group of privates, including 1st Sgt.
William Evans, S. Sgts. James Diel, Salty Harris, and Myron Ranney, and Sgts. Leo Boyle, Bill
Guarnere, Carwood Lipton, John Martin, Robert Rader, and Amos Taylor. “These were men,” as
one private said, “who were leaders that we respected and would follow anywhere.”The officers
were also special and, except for Company Commander Sobel, universally respected. “We
couldn’t believe that people like Winters, Matheson, Nixon, and the others existed,” Private
Rader remembered. “These were first-class people, and to think these men would care and
share their time and efforts with us seemed a miracle. They taught us to trust.” Winters, Rader
went on, “turned our lives around. He was openly friendly, genuinely interested in us and our
physical training. He was almost shy—he wouldn’t say ‘shit’ if he stepped in it.” Gordon said that
if a man called out, “Hey, Lieutenant, you got a date tonight?” Winters would turn beet
red.Matheson, who was soon moved up to battalion staff as adjutant and who eventually
became a Regular Army major general, was the most military minded of the young officers.
Hester was “fatherly,” Nixon flamboyant. Winters was none of these, nor was he humorous or
obstinate. “Nor at any time did Dick Winters pretend to be God, nor at any time did he act other
than a man!”, according to Rader. He was an officer who got the men to perform because he
expected nothing but the best, and “you liked him so much you just hated to let him down.” He
was, and is, all but worshiped by the men of E Company.• • •Second Lieutenant Winters had
one major, continuing problem, 1st Lieutenant (soon promoted to captain) Sobel.The C.O. was
fairly tall, slim in build, with a full head of black hair. His eyes were slits, his nose large and
hooked. His face was long and his chin receded. He had been a clothing salesman and knew
nothing of the out-of-doors. He was ungainly, uncoordinated, in no way an athlete. Every man in
the company was in better physical condition. His mannerisms were “funny,” he “talked different.”
He exuded arrogance.Sobel was a petty tyrant put into a position in which he had absolute
power. If he did not like a man, for whatever reason, he would flunk him out for the least
infraction, real or imagined.There was a cruelty to the man. On Saturday morning inspections, he
would go down the line, stop in front of a man who had displeased him in some way, and mark



him down for “dirty ears.” After denying three or four men their weekend passes on those
grounds, he would shift to “dirty stacking swivels” and keep another half-dozen or so in barracks
for that reason. When someone was late returning on Sunday night, the next evening, after a full
day’s training, Sobel would order him to dig a 6 x 6 x 6-foot pit with his entrenching tools. When
the pit was finished, Sobel would tell him to “fill it up.”Sobel was determined that his company
would be the best in the regiment. His method of insuring this result was to demand more of
Easy’s men. They drilled longer, ran faster, trained harder.Running up Currahee, Sobel was at
the head of the company, head bobbing, arms flapping, looking back over his shoulder to see if
anyone was dropping out. With his big flat feet, he ran like a duck in distress. He would shout,
“The Japs are going to get you!” or “Hi-ho Silver!”“I remember many times finishing a long run,”
Tipper said. “Everyone at the point of exhaustion and waiting in formation for the command, ‘Fall
out!’ Sobel would be running back and forth in front of his men shouting, ‘Stand still, STAND
STILL!’ He would not dismiss us until he was satisfied that we had the discipline to impersonate
statues at his command. Impossible, of course. But we did what he wanted when he wanted. We
wanted those wings.”Gordon developed a lifelong hatred of Sobel. “Until I landed in France in the
very early hours of D-Day,” Gordon said in 1990, “my war was with this man.” Along with other
enlisted, Gordon swore that Sobel would not survive five minutes in combat, not when his men
had live ammunition. If the enemy did not get him, there were a dozen and more men in Easy
who swore that they would. Behind his back the men cursed him, “f——ing Jew” being the most
common epithet.Sobel was as hard on his officers as on the enlisted men. Their physical training
was the same, but when the men heard the final “fall out” of the day, they were free to go to their
bunks, while the officers had to study the field manuals, then take a test on the assignment
Sobel had given them. When he held officers’ meetings, Winters recalled, “He was very
domineering. There was no give-and-take. His tone of voice was high-pitched, rasplike. He
shouted instead of speaking in a normal way. It would just irritate you.” The officers’ nickname for
their captain was “The Black Swan.”Sobel had no friends. Officers would avoid him in the
officers’ club. None went on a pass with him, none sought out his company. No one in Easy
knew anything about his previous life and no one cared. He did have his favorites, of whom No. 1
was company 1st Sgt. William Evans. Together, Sobel and Evans played men off against one
another, granting a privilege here, denying one there.Anyone who has ever been in the Army
knows the type. Sobel was the classic chickenshit. He generated maximum anxiety over matters
of minimum significance. Paul Fussell, in his book Wartime, has the best definition: “Chickenshit
refers to behavior that makes military life worse than it need be: petty harassment of the weak by
the strong; open scrimmage for power and authority and prestige; sadism thinly disguised as
necessary discipline; a constant ‘paying off of old scores’; and insistence on the letter rather
than the spirit of ordinances. Chickenshit is so called—instead of horse- or bull- or elephant shit
—because it is small-minded and ignoble and takes the trivial seriously.”3• • •Sobel had the
authority over the men. Lieutenant Winters had their respect. The two men were bound to clash.
No one ever said so directly, and not everyone in Easy recognized what was happening, and



Winters did not want it that way, but they were in competition to be the leader.Sobel’s resentment
of Winters began during the first week at Toccoa. Winters was leading the company in
calisthenics. He was up on a stand, demonstrating, “helping the fellows get through the exercise.
These boys, they were sharp. And I had their complete attention.” Colonel Sink walked past. He
stopped to watch. When Winters finished, Sink walked up to him. “Lieutenant,” he asked, “how
many times has this company had calisthenics?”“Three times, sir,” Winters replied.“Thank you
very much,” Sink said. A few days later, without consulting Sobel, he promoted Winters to 1st
lieutenant. For Sobel, Winters was a marked man from that day. The C.O. gave the platoon
leader every dirty job that he could find, such as latrine inspection or serving as mess
officer.Paul Fussell wrote, “Chickenshit can be recognized instantly because it never has
anything to do with winning the war.”4 Winters disagreed. He believed that at least some of what
Sobel was doing—if not the way he was doing it—was necessary. If Easy ran farther and faster
than the other companies, if it stayed on the parade ground longer, if its bayonet drills were
punctuated by “The Japs are going to get you!” and other exhortations, why, then, it would be a
better company than the others.What Winters objected to, beyond the pettiness and arbitrary
methods, was Sobel’s lack of judgment. The man had neither common sense nor military
experience. He could not read a map. On field exercises, he would turn to his X.O. and ask,
“Hester, where are we?” Hester would try to locate the position for him without embarrassing
him, “but all the men knew what was going on.”Sobel made up his mind without reflection and
without consultation, and his snap decisions were usually wrong. One night at Toccoa the
company was out in the woods on an exercise. It was supposed to be on the defensive, stay in
position and be quiet and let the enemy come into the killing zone. “No problem,” as Winters
recalled, “just an easy job. Just spread the men out, get them in position, ‘everyone be quiet.’
We’re waiting, waiting, waiting. Suddenly a breeze starts to pick up into the woods, and the
leaves start to rustle, and Sobel jumps up. ‘Here they come! Here they come!’ God Almighty! If
we were in combat, the whole damn company would be wiped out. And I thought, ‘I can’t go into
combat with this man! He has no damn sense at all!’ ”Winters recognized that Sobel was “a
disciplinarian and he was producing a hell of a company. Anytime you saw Easy, by God, the
men were sharp. Anything we did, we were out in front.” Private Rader said of Sobel, “He
stripped away your civilian way of doing things and your dignity, but you became one of the best
soldiers in the Army.” In Winters’s opinion the trouble was Sobel could not see “the unrest and
the contempt that was breeding in the troops. You lead by fear or you lead by example. We were
being led by fear.”I asked every member of Easy that I interviewed for this book if the
extraordinary closeness, the outstanding unit cohesion, the remarkable staying power of the
identification with Easy came about because of or in spite of Sobel. Those who did not reply
“Both,” said it was because of Sobel. Rod Strohl looked me in the eye and said flatly, “Herbert
Sobel made E Company.” Others said something similar. But they nearly all hated him.That
feeling helped bring the company together. “No doubt about it,” Winters said. “It was a feeling
everybody shared. Junior officers, noncoms, enlisted men, we all felt exactly the same way.” But,



he added, “It brought us together. We had to survive Sobel.”They hated him so much that even
when he should have earned their respect, he failed. While at Toccoa everyone, enlisted and
officer, had to pass a qualifying physical test. By then they were in such good shape that no one
was really worried about it. Almost all of them could do thirty-five or forty push-ups, for example,
and the requirement was only thirty. But there was great excitement, Tipper said, because “we
knew Sobel could barely do twenty push-ups. He always stopped at that point when leading the
company in calisthenics. If this test were fair, Sobel would fail and wash out.“Sobel’s test was
public and fair. I was part of a not-so-casual audience perhaps fifty feet away. At twenty push-ups
he was noticeably bushed, but kept going. At twenty-four or twenty-five his arms were trembling,
and he was turning red, but slowly continuing. How he managed to complete the thirty push-ups
I don’t know, but he did. We were silent, shook our heads, but did not smile. Sobel did not lack
determination. We comforted ourselves with the idea that he was still a joke, no matter what.”The
paratroopers were volunteers. Any man or officer was free at any time to take a walk. Many did.
Sobel did not. He could have walked away from the challenge of being an Airborne officer and
walked into a staff job with a supply company, but his determination to make it was as great as
that of any member of the company.• • •Pushing Easy harder than Dog and Fox was difficult,
because 2d Battalion commander Major Strayer was almost as fanatic as Sobel. On
Thanksgiving Day, Sink let his regiment feast and relax, but Major Strayer decided it was time for
a two-day field exercise for the 2d Battalion. It included long marches, an attack against a
defended position, a gas alarm in the middle of the night, and an introduction to K rations (tins
containing a sort of stew, crackers, candy, and powdered fruit juice).Strayer made that
Thanksgiving even more memorable by laying on the Hawg Innards Problem. He stretched wires
across a field, at about 18 inches off the ground. Machine-gunners fired over the top of the wire.
Beneath it, Strayer spread the ground with the intestines of freshly slaughtered hogs—hearts,
lungs, guts, livers, the works. The men crawled through the vile mess. Lipton recalled that “the
army distinction between ‘creep’ and ‘crawl’ is that a baby creeps, and a snake crawls. We
crawled.” No one ever forgot the experience.• • •By the end of November, basic training had
been completed. Every man in the company had mastered his own specialty, be it mortars,
machine-guns, rifles, communications, field dressings, and the rest. Each man was capable of
handling any job in the platoon, at least in a rudimentary fashion. Each private knew the duties of
a corporal and sergeant and was prepared to take over if necessary. Each one who made it
through Toccoa had been harassed almost to the point of rebellion. “We all thought,” Christenson
said, “after this, I can take anything they can throw at me.”• • •A day or so before leaving
Toccoa, Colonel Sink read an article in the Reader’s Digest that said a Japanese Army battalion
had set a world record for marching endurance by covering 100 miles down the Malayan
Peninsula in seventy-two hours. “My men can do better than that,” Sink declared. As Strayer’s 2d
Battalion had trained the hardest, Sink picked it to prove his point. The 1st Battalion took the
train to Fort Benning, the 3d took the train to Atlanta, but the 2d marched.At 0700, December 1,
Dog, Easy, Fox, and Battalion HQ Companies set out, each man wearing all his gear and



carrying his weapon. That was bad enough for the riflemen, terrible for those like Malarkey in the
mortar squad or Gordon, who carried a machine-gun. The route Strayer chose was 118 miles
long, 100 miles of that on back-country, unpaved roads. The weather was miserable, with
freezing rain, some snow, and thus slippery, muddy roads. As Webster recalled it, “The first day
we sloshed and fell in the red mud and cursed and damned and counted the minutes before the
next break.” They marched through the day, through twilight, into the dark. The rain and snow
stopped. A cold, biting wind came up.By 2300 hours the battalion had covered 40 miles. Strayer
picked the campsite, a bare, windswept hill devoid of trees or bushes or windbreaks of any kind.
The temperature dipped into the low twenties. The men were issued bread smeared with butter
and jam, as they couldn’t get the field stoves started. When they woke at 0600, everything was
covered with a thick layer of frost. Boots and socks were frozen solid. The officers and men had
to take the shoestrings out of the boots to get them onto their swollen feet. Rifles, mortars, and
machine-guns were frozen to the ground. The shelter halves cracked like peanut brittle.The
second day it took some miles for stiff, aching muscles to warm up, but the third day was the
worst. With 80 miles covered, there were still 38 to go, the last 20 or so on the highway leading
into Atlanta. Marching in mud had been bad, but the cement was much worse on the feet. The
battalion camped that night on the grounds of Oglethorpe University, on the outskirts of
Atlanta.Malarkey and his buddy Warren “Skip” Muck put up their pup tent and lay down to rest.
Word came that chow was ready. Malarkey could not stand up. He crawled on his hands and
knees to the chow line. His platoon leader, Winters, took one look and told him to ride in an
ambulance the next morning to the final destination, Five Points in downtown Atlanta.Malarkey
decided he could make it. So did nearly all the others. By this time the march had generated
publicity throughout Georgia, on the radio and in the newspapers. Cheering crowds lined the
route of march. Strayer had arranged for a band. It met them a mile from Five Points. Malarkey,
who had struggled along in terrible pain, had “a strange thing happen to me when that band
began to play. I straightened up, the pain disappeared, and I finished the march as if we were
passing in review at Toccoa.”They had covered 118 miles in 75 hours. Actual marching time was
33 hours, 30 minutes, or about 4 miles an hour. Of the 586 men and officers in the battalion, only
twelve failed to complete the march, although some had to be supported by comrades the last
day. Colonel Sink was appropriately proud. “Not a man fell out,” he told the press, “but when they
fell, they fell face forward.” Lieutenant Moore’s 3d platoon of Easy was the only one in the
battalion in which every man walked every step of the way on his own. As a reward, it led the
parade through Atlanta.1. Kurt Gabel, The Making of a Paratrooper: Airborne Training and
Combat in World War II (Lawrence, Kan.: University of Kansas, 1990), 142.2. J. Glenn Gray, The
Warriors: Reflections on Men in Battle (New York: Harper & Row, 1959), 43, 45, 46.3. Paul
Fussell, Wartime: Understanding and Behavior in the Second World War (New York: Oxford
University Press, 1989), 80.4. Ibid.2“Stand Up and Hook Up”BENNING, MACKALL, BRAGG,
SHANKSDecember 1942–September 1943BENNING WAS, if possible, even more miserable
than Toccoa, especially its infamous Frying Pan area, where the jump training went on. This was



the regimental bivouac area, consisting of scrubby little wooden huts set on barren, sandy soil.
But Benning was a welcome relief to the men of E Company in the sense that they were getting
realistic training for becoming paratroopers rather than spending most of their waking hours
doing physical exercises.Parachute school was supposed to begin with physical training (A
stage), followed by B, C, and D stages, each lasting a week, but the 506th skipped A stage. This
happened because the 1st Battalion arrived ahead of the others, went into A stage, and
embarrassed the jump school sergeants who were assigned to lead the calisthenics and runs.
The Toccoa graduates would laugh at the sergeants. On the runs they would begin running
backward, challenge the sergeants to a race, ask them—after a couple of hours of exercises that
left the sergeants panting—when they were going to get past the warm-up and into the real
thing. After two days of such abuse, the sergeants told the C.O. that the 506th was in much
better physical condition than they were, so all the companies of the 506th started in
immediately on B stage.For a week, the company double-timed each morning to the packing
sheds, where the men learned how to fold and pack their parachutes. They ran back to the
Frying Pan for lunch, then spent the afternoon leaping into sawdust piles from mock doors on
dummy fuselages raised 4 feet off the ground, handling parachutes on a suspended harness, or
jumping off 30-foot towers in parachute harnesses suspended from a steel cable.The following
week, in C stage, the men made free and controlled jumps from the 250-foot towers. One tower
had seats, shock absorbers, and chute guide wires; the others had four chutes that released
when they reached the suspension arm. From these, each man made several daylight jumps
and one at night.C stage also featured a wind machine, which blew a gale along the ground,
moving both chute and jumper to teach the men how to control and collapse their canopies after
landing.After a week at the towers, the enlisted men were ready for D stage, the real thing, the
five jumps from a C-47 that would earn those who completed the process their parachutists’
wings. The men packed their chutes the night before, checked them, then packed them again,
checked them again, until past 2300. Reveille was at 0530. They marched to the hangers at
Lawson Field, singing and shouting in anticipation. They put on their chutes, then sat on rows of
benches waiting to be summoned to the C-47s. There was joshing, joke telling, lots of smoking,
nervous laughter, frequent trips to the latrine, and repeated checking of the chute and the
reserve chute worn on the chest.They loaded up, twenty-four to a plane. With only one or two
exceptions, it was the first plane ride for the men. When the C-47 reached 1,500 feet, it circled.
The red light went on; the jumpmaster, a sergeant instructor, called out, “Stand up and hook up.”
Each man hooked the line attached to the backpack cover of his main chute to the anchor line
running down the middle of the top of the fuselage.“Sound off for equipment check!” shouted the
jumpmaster.“Number twelve O.K.!” “Number eleven O.K!” and so on down the line.“Close up and
stand in the door!”The first man stepped up to the open door. All the men had been ordered to
look out at the horizon, not straight down, for obvious psychological reasons. They had also
been taught to place their hands on the outer edge of the door, never on the inside. With the
hands on the outside, there was nothing to hold a man in the plane, and the slightest nudge,



even just the sense of the next man pressing forward, would be enough to get him out of the
plane. If he tried to steady himself by putting his hands on the inside, as Gordon said, “twelve
men behind couldn’t push that fellow out of there if he didn’t want to go. That’s the power of fear.”
When a jumpmaster saw a man put his hands on the inside, he would pull him back and let the
others go out.Most of the men, according to Gordon, “were so psyched up and in the swim of
this thing that we would almost have gone out without a parachute. It was almost that bad.”
Overall, 94 percent of the men of the 506th qualified, which set a record that still stands.On the
first jump, the men went one at a time. As soon as he was in the door, the jumpmaster tapped
him on the leg. Out he went.“I shuffled up to the door and leaped into a vast, breathtaking void,”
Webster remembered. “My heart popped into my mouth, my mind went blank.” The static line
attached to the hook on the anchor line in the plane pulled the back cover off his main chute; a
break cord, tied to the apex of the chute, pulled the canopy out of the pack and then parted. The
prop blast inflated the chute, and he felt the terrific opening shock.“From then on the jump was
fun. I drifted down, oscillating, or, as civilians would say, swinging to and fro, and joyously looking
around. The sky was filled with high-spirited troopers shouting back and forth.”• • •Standing in
that open door was an obvious moment of truth. Men who had been outstanding in training, men
who later won medals for bravery in combat as ordinary infantry, would freeze. Sometimes they
were given a second chance, either on that flight after the others had jumped, or the next day.
Usually, however, if a man froze once, he would never jump.Two members of E Company froze.
They refused to jump. One of them, Pvt. Joe Ramirez, was pushed to the back of the plane, but
after everyone jumped out, he told the jumpmaster that he wanted to jump. The plane circled the
field. On the second pass, he jumped. As Pvt. Rod Strohl put it, “That took more guts than for a
guy to go out the first time.”• • •Easy made its second jump that afternoon, with the men again
going out one at a time. The next jump was a mass affair, the jumpmaster shouting “Go! Go! Go!”
as the twelve men in the stick moved into the doorway. The sticks cleared the plane in six
seconds, to the astonishment of the jumpmaster. Carson wrote in his diary, “I think I am getting
jump crazy because when I am on the ground I think of the thrill of jumping and I want to jump
some more. When I feel that opening jerk, I shout with all my might.”The fourth jump came on
Christmas Eve. On Christmas Day, the company got the day off and a nice turkey feast. It was
the first Christmas away from home for virtually every man in the company. Carson wrote, “It
don’t seem like Christmas, no snow, no tree, no presents, no mom and dad.”On December 26,
the last jump, each man got a certificate declaring that he was “entitled to be rated from this date
as a qualified Parachutist.” Then the proudest moment of all, the one toward which they had
been working for six months, the pinning on of the silver wings. From that moment, never to be
forgotten, each member of Easy, every member of the 506th, was forever special.• • •Colonel
Sink held a regimental parade, then gathered the men around him. Standing on a platform, he
read out an order of the day (the men later got printed copies). “You are a member of one of the
finest regiments in the United States Army,” Sink declared, “and consequently in the world.” He
said he was sending them home on a ten-day furlough, and reminded them that there were



“certain things that are expected of you—not only while on furlough, but also a creed by which
you are expected to govern your life.” They should walk with pride and military bearing, take care
of their personal appearance, and “Remember our battle-cry and motto, ‘Currahee,’ and its
meaning: ‘Standing Alone.’ We Stand Alone Together.”He ordered the men to “Stay out of jail,”
and dismissed them. Wearing their wings, their boots polished, the trousers bloused into the
boots, off they went. When they got home, they were objects of wonder to their parents and
friends, obviously because of their physical fitness, but even more because of the self-
confidence they had acquired in the past half year. They had been through a training course that
three out of five volunteers could not complete; they had survived Sobel’s wrath and
harassment; they had jumped out of an airplane in flight. They were elite.Not so elite, however,
that they were free to ignore Army rules and regulations. Colonel Sink had warned them to get
back to Benning when the furlough was up, but what with the inadequacies of the air, rail, and
bus transportation systems in America in January 1943, an alarming number of the 506th were
late reporting back for duty.Colonel Sink held a regimental parade. The men turned out in their
class A, or dress, uniforms. They were marched down a sandy street to an empty lot behind the
cooks’ hutments. Sink called them to attention, then gave the command “At ease.” They watched
and listened in silence as a lieutenant read a list of names, one from each company, from among
the men who had reported in last.“Private John Doe, E Company,” the lieutenant called out. A
drummer, standing beside the lieutenant, beat a soft, mournful roll. Two sergeants, bearing
submachine-guns, moved to Private Doe. He stepped from the ranks. His face was pale. The
sergeants, one on each side, escorted him forward. The drum continued to roll. They stopped in
front of the lieutenant. He read out the orders. Private Doe was being drummed out of the
paratroopers, condemned to the infantry.The lieutenant ripped the 506th patch from the private’s
arm, the wings from his chest, the parachute patch from his hat, and threw them all on the
ground. It was so humiliating that the officers and men were cursing under their breath. Webster
wrote his mother, “One thing stirred us all up to a fighting madness; some cheap lieutenant
without any sense of decency or good taste stood beside the drummer, snapping pictures of all
the fellows who came up. Bad enough to be humiliated before your friends, but to be
photographed in your disgrace—that lieutenant ought to be shot.”There was more. A jeep drove
up and dumped out Private Doe’s barracks bags. He had to take off his boots, put on regular
shoes, wear his pants down like a regular infantryman (“straight legs,” as the paratroopers called
them). He picked up his bags and, followed by the sub-machine-gunners, marched sadly away,
the drum continuing to roll, a picture of bleak loneliness. This was repeated nine times.After that,
the 506th had little problem with men returning late from a furlough.• • •In late January, Easy
and the rest of the 506th moved across the Chattahoochee River to the Alabama side of Fort
Benning. It was like going from prison to freedom. The barracks were comfortable and the food
good. There was a fine PX and a movie theater. The training concentrated on squad problems,
especially house-to-house fighting, which was fun, with lots of explosions, firing blanks at one
another, tossing smoke grenades. The men made their sixth jump, the first with rifles.Carson’s



diary entries capture the flavor of those winter days. February 8: “Last night we were in a hell
raising mood, so we tore the barracks apart in a pillow fight. After three hours of fighting we
finally decided that we were tired and went to bed.”February 11: “[Cpl. Joe] Toye, [Sgt. George]
Luz, and I to Columbus. Called up the girls and had a party, fun and more fun. Sometime during
the party I ran into Betty the Key to Columbus. We finally had to get home, and got here 4:45
A.M.” February 12: “Back to Chickasaw Gardens in Columbus and another lovely evening. Betty
and I hit it off swell. Really had fun. Got home at 4:45 A.M. and went on duty at 5:30 with one eye
open.”• • •In March, it was “pack ’em up, we’re moving out.” Camp Mackall, North Carolina,
was a marvel of wartime construction. On November 7, 1942, it consisted of 62,000 acres of
wilderness. Four months later it had 65 miles of paved roads, a 1,200-bed hospital, five movie
theaters, six huge beer gardens, a complete all-weather airfield with three 5,000-foot runways,
and 1,750 buildings. The barracks were heated; the cots had mattresses. It was named for Pvt.
John T. Mackall of the 82d Airborne Division, the first American paratrooper to be killed in
combat in World War II. He died on November 8, the day construction began, in North Africa.
Camp Mackall was home to the Airborne Command.Training intensified and became more
sophisticated. The jumps now included not only rifles, but other small arms. The bazooka had to
be jumped in one piece, the light machine-guns also (although the tripod could be separated
and carried by a second man). Two men split the 60 mm mortar and its base plate. Food,
ammunition, maps, hand grenades, high explosives, and more were attached to the
paratroopers. Some men were jumping with 100 extra pounds.After the jumps, there were two-
and three-day exercises in the woods, with the main focus on quick troop movements and
operating behind enemy lines as large forces. At dusk, platoon leaders were shown their location
on maps, then told to be at such-and-so by morning.Captain Sobel made Pvt. Robert “Popeye”
Wynn his runner. He sent Wynn out to locate his platoons. Wynn managed to get “lost,” and
spent the night catching up on his sleep. In the morning, Sobel demanded to know why Wynn
got lost.“Because I can’t see in the dark,” Wynn replied.“You had better learn to see in the dark,”
Sobel rejoined, and sent Wynn back to his squad, replacing him with Ed Tipper as runner. “With
my help,” Tipper recounted, “Sobel was able to mislay his maps, compass, and other items when
he most needed them. He was getting similar ‘assistance’ from others and was disoriented and
lost even more than usual. We were all hoping that he’d screw up so badly that he’d be replaced
and we wouldn’t have to go into combat under his command.”“Your rifle is your right arm!” Sobel
would tell his men. “It should be in your possession every moment.” On one night exercise he
decided to teach his men a lesson. He and Sergeant Evans went sneaking through the company
position to steal rifles from sleeping men. The mission was successful; by daylight Sobel and
Evans had nearly fifty rifles. With great fanfare, Evans called the company together and Sobel
began to tell the men what miserable soldiers they were.As he was yelling, the C.O. of Fox
Company, accompanied by some forty-five of his men, came up. To Sobel’s great
embarrassment, it turned out that he and Evans had been lost, strayed into Fox Company’s
bivouac area, and stolen their rifles.A couple of weeks later, Sobel hurt his feet on a jump. He



and Sergeant Evans returned to barracks while the company stayed in the field. The captain and
the first sergeant conducted a private inspection. They searched through all the footlockers,
clothing, and personal possessions of the men of E Company. They went through pockets, broke
open boxes, rifled letters from girlfriends and family, and confiscated all items they considered
contraband. “I don’t know what the hell they were looking for,” Gordon Carson commented.
“Those were the days before drugs.”Sobel posted a list identifying the contraband, the offender,
and the punishment. The men returned from the field exercise, exhausted and filthy, to find that
everything they thought of as personal property was in disarray, underwear, socks, toothpaste
and toothbrushes, all piled up on top of the bunks. Many items were missing.Nearly every soldier
had something confiscated. Generally it was unauthorized ammunition, nonregulation clothing,
or pornography. Cans of fruit cocktail and sliced peaches, stolen from the kitchen, were gone,
along with expensive shirts, none of it ever returned. One soldier had been collecting
prophylactic kits. A few condoms were evidently acceptable, but 200 constituted contraband;
they were posted on Sobel’s list of confiscated items.“That marked a turning point for me,” Tipper
recalled. “Before Sobel’s raid I had disliked him but had not really hated the man. Afterward I
decided Sobel was my personal enemy and I did not owe him loyalty or anything else. Everyone
was incensed.”There was talk about who was going to shoot Sobel when the company got into
combat. Tipper thought it was just talk, but “on the other hand I was aware of a couple of guys in
Company E who said little but who in my judgment were fully capable of killing Sobel if they got
the chance.”On the next field exercise, E Company was told that a number of its men would be
designated as simulated casualties so the medics could practice bandaging wounds,
improvising casts and splints, evacuating men on litters and so forth. Sobel was told that he was
a simulated casualty. The medics put him under a real anesthetic, pulled down his pants, and
made a real incision simulating an appendectomy. They sewed up the incision and bound it up
with bandages and surgical tape, then disappeared.Sobel was furious, naturally enough, but he
got nowhere in pressing for an investigation. Not a man in E Company could be found who could
identify the guilty medics.• • •How fit the men of Easy were was determined at Mackall when
the Department of the Army had Strayer’s 2d Battalion—already famous for the march to Atlanta
—take a standard physical fitness test. The battalion scored 97 percent. As this was the highest
score ever recorded for a battalion in the Army, a Colonel Jablonski from Washington thought
Strayer had rigged the score. Winters recalled, “They had us run it a second time, officers, men,
service personnel, cooks, everybody—and we scored 98 percent.”• • •Promotions were
coming Easy’s way. All three staff sergeants, James Diel, Salty Harris, and Mike Ranney, were
original members of the company who had started out as privates. So too with the sergeants,
Leo Boyle, Bill Guarnere, Carwood Lipton, John Martin, Elmer Murray, Bob Rader, Bob Smith,
Buck Taylor, and Murray Roberts. Carson made corporal. Lieutenant Matheson moved up to
regimental staff, while Lieutenants Nixon, Hester, and George Lavenson moved on to the
battalion staff. (Through to the end of the war, every vacancy on the 2d Battalion staff was filled
with an officer from Easy. Companies D, F, and HQ did not send a single officer up to battalion.



Winters commented, “This is why communications between battalion, regiment HQ, and
Company E were always excellent. It is also why Company E always seemed to be called upon
for key assignments.”)In early May, Winters’s 1st platoon got a new second lieutenant, Harry
Welsh. He was a reluctant officer. In April 1942, he had volunteered for the paratroopers and
been assigned to the 504th PIR of the 82d Airborne. After jump school, he made sergeant.
Three times. He kept getting busted back to private for fighting. But he was a tough little Irishman
with obvious leadership potential. His company commander noticed and recommended Welsh
for OCS.Welsh was assigned to Easy Company, 2d Battalion, 506th PIR. He had wanted to
return to the 504th, but Army doctrine was to send OCS graduates to new units, because it
feared that if they went back to their old outfit, they would be too familiar with their enlisted
friends. Sobel put Welsh in Winters’s platoon. They immediately became the closest of friends.
The relationship was based on mutual respect brought about by an identical view of leadership.
“Officers go first,” as Welsh put it.• • •At the end of May, the men of Easy packed up their
barracks bags and joined the other companies of the 506th for a stop-and-go train ride to
Sturgis, Kentucky. At the depot Red Cross girls had coffee and doughnuts for them, the last bit of
comfort they would know for a month. They marched out into the countryside and pitched pup
tents, dug straddle trenches for latrines, and ate the Army’s favorite meal for troops in the field,
creamed chipped beef on toast, universally known as SOS, or Shit on a Shingle.This was not
combat, but it was as close as the Army could make it. The maneuvers held in Kentucky,
Tennessee, and Indiana from June 5 to July 15, 1943, combined paratroopers and gliderborne
troops in the largest airborne exercise to date.On June 10, the 506th PIR officially joined the
101st Airborne Division, thus making that date the greatest day the 101st ever had. Adding the
506th noticeably raised the morale of the 101st, at least according to the men of E
Company.The maneuvers, pitting the Red Army against the Blue Army, ranged over a wide area
of backwoods hills and mountains. Easy made three jumps. Christenson remembered one of
them vividly. It was hot, stifling inside the C-47, and the heated air rising in currents from the hills
cause the plane to bob and weave. Cpl. Denver “Bull” Randleman, at the back of the stick and
thus farthest from the open door, began vomiting into his helmet. The man in front of him took
one look and lost his lunch. The process worked right up the line. Not everyone managed to
vomit into his helmet; the floor was awash in vomit, the plane stank. Christenson, at the front,
was hanging on, but barely. “My stomach was on the verge of rebellion . . . . ‘Why don’t they turn
on the green light? There it is!’ From behind, shouts of ‘Go!’ ‘Go! Goddamn it, Go!’ Out I went
into the clean fresh air. I felt as if someone had passed a magic wand over my head and said,
‘Christenson, you feel great.’ And I did.”The maneuvers featured extended night marches,
wading through streams, climbing the far bank, making 3 feet only to slide back 2, stumbling
over rocks, stumps, and roots, cutting a swath through matted underbrush and occasionally
enjoying fried chicken prepared by Tennessee hill people. The men were tired, filthy, itching all
over.In late July, the maneuvers completed, the 2d Battalion of the 506th received a
commendation from Maj. Gen. William C. Lee, commander of the 101st, for “splendid aggressive



action, sound tactical doctrine, and obviously well trained individuals.” General Lee expressed
his confidence that “future tests will reveal further indications of excellent training and
leadership.”Easy moved from Sturgis to Camp Beckinridge, Kentucky, where there were
barracks, hot showers, and other luxuries. But the camp was overflowing, and once again it was
the little pup tents for sleeping quarters, the ground for a mattress. It did not last long, as most of
the men got ten-day furloughs, and shortly after they reported back, the entire division took
trains to Fort Bragg, North Carolina.It was immediately obvious that Bragg was a staging area,
as the division prepared to ship overseas. The food was better; there were beds in barracks with
hot showers and other improvements. But the real giveaway was a total reoutfitting. The men got
new clothes, new weapons, new gear. They spent their days on the firing range, sighting in the
rifles and machine-guns.Where were they going, east or west, the European, Mediterranean, or
the Pacific theater? No one knew, rumors flew from platoon to platoon, bets were made.On
weekends, the men went into Fayetteville to “prime the Pump,” at the Town Pump, one of the
local bars. Brawls were frequent. Most were started by the paratroopers, who would pitch into
the regular soldiers stationed at Bragg. They also goaded the glider troops who were part of the
101st.The glider troops were regular soldiers assigned to the glider regiment. Although they
were airborne, they were not volunteers and were treated by the Army as second-class men.
They did not receive the $50 per month bonus, they had no special badges, they did not wear
boots and bloused trousers. Some of them made up posters showing photographs of crashed
and burned gliders, with a caption that read: “Join the glider troops! No flight pay. No jump pay.
But never a dull moment!”A few members of Easy went down to the airfield at Bragg to take a
ride on a glider. The experience of landing in one of those plywood crates convinced them
jumping with a chute was a better way to land. When General Lee made a glider flight, the
landing fractured several of his ribs. “Next time I’ll take a parachute,” he remarked. “We told you
so!” the glider troops shouted. (In July 1944, the glidermen finally got the hazardous duty bonus
of $50 per month and a special insignia.)• • •In mid-August, the division assembled in
regimental formation. A band played “Over There” and the Red Cross girls cried as the men
marched to the twenty trains waiting to take them off to war. Once aboard and somewhat settled
down, the betting began over which way the trains would head, north toward New York and then
Europe or the Mediterranean, or west toward California and then the Pacific.The trains headed
north, toward Camp Shanks, 30 miles up the Hudson River from New York City. Promises were
made about passes into the city, promises that were not kept. Instead it was more inspections,
followed by inoculations. “Shot followed shot,” Christenson remembered, “until our arms hung
from our bodies like limp ropes.” Officers and noncoms got to know the Preparation for Overseas
Movement manual by heart.Sobel wrote up a form letter to send to the mothers of his troopers.
“Dear Madam,” it began. “Soon your son, Pfc. Paul C. Rogers [each name was typed in] will drop
from the sky to engage and defeat the enemy. He will have the best of weapons, and equipment,
and have had months of hard, and strenuous training to prepare him for success on the
battlefield.“Your frequent letters of love, and encouragement will arm him with a fighting heart.



With that, he cannot fail, but will win glory for himself, make you proud of him, and his country
ever grateful for his service in its hour of need.” He signed each letter with a flourish, “Herbert M.
Sobel, Capt., Commanding.”• • •The enlisted men got hold of some whiskey. They were
accustomed to beer, so the whiskey hit them hard. Christenson got so drunk he was “making out
with the toilet,” a condition common to young men who have just been introduced to whiskey.
Corporal Randleman found him and gently carried him to bed. The next morning, the air filled
with the moans and groans of the hungover men, the company marched down to the docks. A
ferry carried the men to a pier, where hot coffee and doughnuts from the Red Cross girls helped
revive the near-dead.There was a great deal of cursing, partly because the men had hoped to
march through New York City on their way to war and did not, also because they were not
allowed to wear their jump boots. The reason: enemy spies might see them and would know that
an airborne division was shipping out. They had to take the patch of the 101st, the Screaming
Eagle, off their shoulders.Winters remembered only one case of Gangplank Fever. A medical
officer was “just smart enough to know what to take to be assigned to sick call and miss the
voyage.” All the others lined up in single file to walk up the gangplank, lugging their barracks
bags and weapons. As they stepped onto the liner converted into a troop transport and called
out their names, a checker marked them present. It took almost a full day to get the 5,000 men
aboard a transport built to carry 1,000 passengers. Finally tugs towed the ship from her berth,
and she started steaming out to sea. The men of Easy Company lined the rails to see the Statue
of Liberty slip astern. For nearly every one of them, it was his first trip outside the United States.
A certain homesickness set in, coupled with a realization, as the regimental scrapbook Currahee
put it, of “how wonderful the last year had been.”3“Duties of the Latrine
Orderly”ALDBOURNESeptember 1943–March 1944THE Samaria was an old India mail liner
and passenger ship converted to a troop transport. Originally built for 1,000 passengers, she
carried 5,000 men from the 506th. The overcrowding created really dreadful conditions. Fresh
water was severely rationed; the men could drink only at stipulated fifteen-minute intervals for a
grand total of an hour and a half a day. The showers ran salt water, cold. The men had to wear
their life jackets at all times, and their cartridge belts with canteens attached, which meant they
were constantly bumping into one another. They slept in their clothes. One bunk was assigned to
two men, which meant they alternated, sleeping every other night on the deck or in a hallway or
wherever space to lie down could be found. The stench was simply awful.There were two meals
a day. Christenson described his first breakfast: “I didn’t think we would ever stop going down
stairs to the mess hall on the lowest deck, stairs that were slippery with grease and when we
finally reached the bottom, the stench was almost overpowering. They fed us from large pots,
containing boiled fish and tomatoes. The cooks wore stained white clothing, stains on stains
showing they hadn’t changed for days.” The men ate the slop because they were hungry; to
Webster, the mess hall had “the air of a floating madhouse.”At least the meals were a break from
the routine, which consisted of walking the decks, leaning on the rail watching the convoy, or
gambling. The gambling was continuous: poker, blackjack, and craps. Large amounts of money



changed hands. Carson won $125 one night, lost it all the next day. Men tried to read, but they
had precious few books. Captain Sobel tried to lead the men in calisthenics, but the space was
insufficient and it became another Sobel joke.On September 15, the Samaria docked in
Liverpool. The next day a train took the men south. Trucks picked them up at the station at
Ogbourne St. George and carried them on to their new home. They marched the last mile and a
half, after dark, with only flashlights to show the way; the wartime blackout impressed upon the
men that they were in a combat zone. They got to their barracks, which were Nissen huts heated
by twin pot-bellied stoves, were given mattress covers and shown the straw they could stuff into
them, along with heavy wool blankets that itched, and went to bed.Webster wrote that when he
woke the next morning, “I thought I’d passed out on a Hollywood movie set. All around the area
were fairy-book cottages with thatched roofs and rose vines on their sides. Vast horses shaking
long manes stomped down narrow winding cobblestone lanes. A soft village green set off a
weathered old grey eleventh century Norman church whose clock chimed the hours just like Big
Ben, and five ancient public houses, their signboards swinging in the breeze, bade us welcome
to the land of mild and bitter beer.” They were in Aldbourne, in Wiltshire, near Hungerford, not far
from Swindon, 80 miles due west of London. It would be home for Company E for almost nine
months, by far the longest period it stayed in one place.Aldbourne was vastly different from
Toccoa, Benning, or Bragg. There the men of Easy had been in self-contained, isolated posts,
completely military. In Aldbourne, they were in the midst of a small English village, where the
people were conservative, set in their ways, apprehensive about all these young Yanks in their
midst. The danger of friction was great, but the Army put together an excellent orientation
program that worked well. Beginning that first morning and continuing most of the week, the men
were briefed in detail on English customs, manners, habits. Well-disciplined as they were, the
men quickly caught on to the basic idea that they should save their hell-raising for Swindon,
Birmingham, or London; in Aldbourne, they were to drink their beer quietly in the pubs, in the
British manner.They also learned to eat what the British were eating: powdered milk, powdered
eggs, dehydrated apricots, dehydrated potatoes, horse meat, Brussels sprouts, turnips, and
cabbage. The PX goods were rationed: seven packs of cigarettes per week, plus three candy
bars, one pack of gum, one cake of soap, one box of matches, one package of razor
blades.Sobel didn’t change. At the end of the first week, the men got passes to go to Swindon
for a Saturday night dance. Sobel put out a regulation: no man would take his blouse off while
dancing. Pvt. Thomas Burgess, a farm boy from central Illinois, got to sweating while dancing in
a wool shirt with a wool blouse over it, so he took off the blouse.Monday morning, Sobel called
Burgess into his office. “Burgess, I understand you were in town Saturday night with your blouse
off at a dance.”“That’s right, Captain Sobel,” Burgess replied, “but I checked Army regulations
and it’s very plainly written that you can take your blouse off if you’ve got a wool shirt on and you
are moving about or dancing or whatever.”Sobel looked him up and down. “I’ll tell you what I’m
going to do, Burgess. You’re gonna wear your blouse over your fatigues all week, you’re gonna
sleep with it on every night.”Burgess wore his blouse during the day, but he figured Sobel would



not be checking on him at night, so he hung it on the edge of the bed. The following Saturday he
went to Sobel’s office to get a pass to go to the dance. Sobel looked him over. “Burgess,” he
said, “that blouse don’t look to me like you slept in it all night.” No pass.• • •They were in
England to prepare for the invasion of Europe, not to dance, and the training schedule was
intense. Malarkey thought he was back in Toccoa. Six days a week, eight to ten hours a day, they
were in the field. They made 15-, 18- 21-, and 25-mile hikes, went on night operations, spent an
hour daily in close combat exercises, did some street fighting, and got training in map reading,
first aid, chemical warfare, and the use and characteristics of German weapons. They made a
25-mile hike with full field equipment in twenty-four hours, then a few days later a 25-mile hike
with combat pack in twelve hours. There were specialized courses on booby traps, removal of
mines, communications, and the like.Once a week or so they went out on a two- or three-day
exercise. The problems were designed not only to give them a working knowledge of the
mechanics of combat but to teach the most basic thing an infantryman has to know: how to love
the ground, how to use it to advantage, how the terrain dictates tactics, above all how to live on it
and in it for days at a time without impairment of physical efficiency. Their officers stressed the
importance of such things, that it would make the difference between life and death, that the
men must do it instinctively right the first time, as there would not be a second.So the men of
Easy got to know the English countryside. They attacked towns, hills, and woods. They dug
countless foxholes, and slept in them, learning how to do it despite rain and cold and hunger.In
early December, back in the field again, the company dug in around a high, barren, windswept
hill. The platoon leaders told them to dig their foxholes deep, difficult in the rocky soil. Soon an
armored combat team of Sherman tanks attacked. “They roared up the hill at us like primeval
monsters,” Webster wrote in his diary, “stopped, turned, and passed broadside. One charged at
me. My hole wasn’t deep enough for a single tread to pass safely over me, so I yelled frantically,
‘Straddle me! Straddle me,’ which he did.” Carson’s entry read: “It was the first time a tank ran
over me in a foxhole, scary.”There was a lot of night work, Gordon recalled. “We would cut across
country and crawl over fences and through gaps and go through woods and wade creeks.” In the
process, the members of the squads and platoons, already familiar with each other, grew
intimate. “I could see a silhouette at night,” Gordon said, “and tell you who it was. I could tell you
by the way he wore his hat, how the helmet sat on his head, how he slung his rifle.” Most of what
they learned in the training proved to be valuable in combat, but it was that intimacy, that total
trust, that comradeship that developed on those long, cold, wet English nights that proved to be
invaluable.They were jumping on a regular basis, in full gear, learning how to use their risers to
guide themselves to open, plowed fields rather than come down on a hedgerow, road, telephone
pole, stone wall, or woods. In the C-47s in the cold, damp English air, their feet were numb by
the time the green light went on, so that when they hit the ground the feet stung and burned from
the shock. A major purpose of the jumps was to learn to assemble quickly after landing, not so
easy to do for the 2d platoon of Easy on the first jump, as the platoon came down twenty-five
miles from the drop zone (DZ).• • •There was tension. Members of the 82d Airborne, stationed



nearby, would tell the troopers from the 101st what combat in North Africa, Sicily, and Italy had
been like. The officers especially felt the pressure of combat coming on, none more so than
Sobel. “It showed up in his disposition,” Winters said. “He was becoming more sour and sadistic.
It was reaching the point that it was unbearable.”Sgt. Earl Hale recalled that “There was a lottery
going on about whoever gets Sobel.” Sobel had picked up an Air Force sheepskin jacket, of
which he was proud and which he wore in the field, making him highly conspicuous. Tipper
remembered that when the company was going through a combat range with live ammunition
fired at pop-up targets, “Sobel experienced some near misses. More than one shot was aimed
from the rear and side to crack by close to Sobel’s head. He’d flop down, kind of bounce around
and shout something, and jump up again. There was much laughing and gesturing from the
men. I can’t believe that Sobel thought what was happening was accidental, but maybe he did.
Anyway, he kept jumping up and down and running around as if everything were normal.”The
men continued to play tricks on Sobel. Pvt. George Luz could imitate voices. One night E
Company was leading the battalion on a cross-country march. The barbed-wire fences kept
slowing the progress. Sobel was in front.“Captain Sobel,” a voice called out, “what’s the
holdup?”“The barbed wire,” Sobel replied, thinking he was addressing Maj. Oliver Horton, the
battalion executive officer.“Cut those fences,” Luz called out, continuing to imitate Horton’s voice.
“Yes, sir!” Sobel replied, and he ordered wire cutters to the front.The next morning a contingent
of Wiltshire farmers confronted Colonel Strayer. They complained mightily about the cut fences.
Their cows were wandering all over the landscape. Strayer called in Sobel. “Why did you cut
those fences?”“I was ordered to cut them, sir!”“By whom?”“Major Horton.”“Can’t be. Horton’s on
leave in London.” Sobel caught hell, but he was never able to learn who had fooled him and was
therefore unable to retaliate.It was his jumping around, his “Hi-ho, Silver!” nonsense, his bull-in-
the-china-shop approach to tactical problems, that bothered the officers, N.C.O.s, and enlisted
men of the company more than his chickenshit. Dissatisfaction grew daily, especially with the
N.C.O.s. Sgts. Myron “Mike” Ranney, a twenty-one-year-old from North Dakota, of 1st platoon,
and “Salty” Harris of 3d platoon, led the mumble-mumble of the potential disaster of Sobel
leading the company into combat. The N.C.O.s were fully aware that they were confronted by a
delicate and extremely dangerous situation. To act would open them to charges of
insubordination or mutiny in time of war; to fail to act could get the whole company killed.Ranney,
Harris, and the other N.C.O.s hoped that the platoon leaders would bring the problem to Colonel
Sink, or that Sink would become aware of the situation on his own and that Sink would then
quietly remove Sobel. But that seemed naive. How could young officers whose responsibility
was to back up their C.O. go to the colonel to complain about the C.O.? And what would they
complain about? Company E continued to lead the way in the regiment, in the field, in barracks,
in athletic contests. How could the N.C.O.s expect Colonel Sink to do other than support his
company commander in the face of dissension and pressure from a group of sergeants and
corporals? These guys were getting ready to go into combat against the most-feared army in the
world, not to play a game or have a debate.So the mumble-mumble continued, and Sobel and



1st Sergeant Evans remained isolated, but still very much in command.• • •Weekend passes
and the excellent British rail service gave the men a break from the tension. England in the late
fall and early winter of 1943 was a wonderland for the boys from the States. Most of the British
boys their age were off in Italy or in training camps far from their homes, so there were lonely,
bored, unattached young women everywhere. The American soldiers were well-paid, much
better than the British, and the paratroopers had that extra $50 per month. Beer was cheap and
plentiful, once out of Aldbourne all restraints were removed, they were getting ready to kill or be
killed, they were for the most part twenty or twenty-one years old.Webster described the result in
an October 23 diary entry: “Although I do not enjoy the army, most of the men in this outfit find it
a vacation. Boys who had been working steadily at home enter the army and are relieved of all
responsibilities. It is unanimously agreed that they never pitched such glorious drunks back
home.”The excitement of the time, the kaleidoscope of impressions that were continually thrust
upon them, the desperate need to escape the rigors of training, the thought of upcoming combat
and Sobel’s chickenshit, combined to make this an unforgettable time and impel most of the
men to make the most of it. “London to me was a magic carpet,” Carson wrote. “Walk down any
of its streets and every uniform of the Free World was to be seen. Their youth and vigor vibrated
in every park and pub. To Piccadilly, Hyde Park, Leicester Square, Trafalgar Square, Victoria they
came. The uniforms of the Canadians, South Africans, Australians, New Zealanders, the Free
French, Polish, Belgium, Holland, and of course the English and Americans were
everywhere.“Those days were not lost on me because even at twenty years of age, I knew I was
seeing and being a part of something that was never to be again. Wartime London was its own
world.”There was an excess of drinking, whoring, fighting. Older British observers complained,
“The trouble with you Yanks is that you are overpaid, oversexed, and over here.” (To which the
Yanks would reply, “The trouble with you Limeys is that you are underpaid, undersexed, and
under Eisenhower.”)• • •E Company was adding officers, with the aim of having two
lieutenants per platoon, in expectation of casualties when combat began. One newcomer was
2d Lt. Lynn “Buck” Compton. Born on the last day of 1921 in Los Angeles, he was an all-
American catcher on the UCLA baseball team and played football for UCLA in the January 1,
1943, Rose Bowl game. Upon graduation from OCS he went to Fort Benning. After completing
jump school, he joined E Company in Aldbourne in December. “I remember feeling rather
envious of those who had been at Toccoa,” he wrote years later, “and felt sort of ‘out of it’ as a
new member of the company.”Compton quickly learned that Lieutenant Nixon, now battalion
S-2, resented “jocks.” Nixon put Compton in charge of physical training for the battalion, which in
practice meant Compton had to lead the battalion on long runs, the only officer who had to do
so. Whether as a result of this experience, or because of his athletic background, or because he
liked to gamble, Compton was close to the N.C.O.s and some of the enlisted men. Too close,
some of the other officers felt. He got caught playing craps with some of the men and drew a
reprimand from the X.O., Lieutenant Winters.• • •At 1100 hours on October 30, Lieutenant
Colonel Strayer was scheduled to inspect E Company. Sobel gave Lieutenant Winters orders to



inspect the latrine at 1000 hours. A few minutes later, at about 0930 hours, Lieutenant Colonel
Strayer told Winters to censor the enlisted men’s mail. That was a job that could not be done at
headquarters, so Winters hopped on his bicycle and rode to his quarters, a small room in a
private home in Aldbourne. Promptly at 1000 hours he returned, parked his bicycle outside the
barracks, and entered to inspect the latrine. To his surprise, Sobel was there, making his own
inspection.
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Clem, “War at its best (i.e. worst). When it comes to books written about war, I tend to enjoy the
high-level ones that give overviews of the big picture and don’t go into too much detail. Usually,
the more detail, the more I get lost. So when I read a book about the intricacies of a battle along
with names of soldiers, names of towns, names of divisions, etc. I tend to get lost and
overwhelmed.This book seemed to be about 50/50, as it focuses not on the overall big picture of
World War II, yet a select group of Airborne infantry – The Easy Company of the 101st Airborne
division. Back in the thick of the war around 1942, someone had a bizarre idea: Why not have a
host of soldiers jump out of an airplane with a parachute right into the thick of battle? This sort of
idea is only for the toughest of the tough, and when the soldiers begin their training, they don’t
actually see combat until D-Day. There’s a lot of preparation for such a tactic.Once we’re in battle
with Easy Company (in addition to D-Day, the other major skirmishes they jump into are Market
Garden and the Battle of the Bulge), the author manages to keep the story more focused on the
human element of battle as opposed to strategies and objectives. This is mostly a good thing.
It’s good because it makes a much more compelling story. It’s not good because a ‘compelling
story’ doesn’t mean it’s a happy story. This is a war. In fact, I’ve never read a book that describes
the horrors of the battlefield quite like this one. Yes, there’s the horror of bullets flying over your
head at all times and seeing your best friends killed in front of your eyes, but there’s also the
horror of lack of food, dysentery, weeks of living in filth, and foot ware so inadequate that your
forced to endure soaking wet feet in subzero snow. It’s impossible for men to live through this
without changes to the fragile psyche.Strangely, I never felt connected to anyone in particular in
this book. The cast of characters in this drama is huge, and it was incredibly hard for me to keep
track of who was who. Some names stayed consistent throughout the book, but in a war, sadly, a
lot of men get killed, so it seemed that every pause in the action meant that there were several
fresh faces and names for the reader to assimilate. Again though, this wasn’t a detriment.
Suffering is suffering, no matter whose name is attached to it.Easy Company also plays a pivotal
role in the eventual capitulation of Berlin in 1945. The European war is over, and the soldiers go
way off the deep end with their alcohol intake and debauchery. Things get very uncomfortable in
some circumstances. Too much whisky and guns don’t mix well. As I mentioned, though, such
inhumane conditions cause one’s spirit to become tragically altered. Why should soldiers care
about kicking a German family out of their house so they can live in relative comfort? Wherever
this family ends up won’t be nearly as bad what they endured for months in a slimy fox hole. And
it WAS their side that started the bleeding war. So….I came away with tremendous respect for
any solider that has ever been in combat. True, that respect has always been there for me, but
when a tale is told with such gripping realism, it makes you appreciate the sacrifice all the more.
Kudos, also, to Stephen Ambrose for telling the tale so well.”

LEE, “A very revealing three-year personal journey through World War 2.. The TV mini-series



“Band of Brothers” is the absolute best historical WW2 drama ever made and I never get tired of
watching it. The TV mini-series is very good adaptation of the book, but the book BAND OF
BROTHERS is still an interesting and informative read since it fills in the gap on events and
subjects that the TV mini-series could not or barely covered. For example, the book addresses
the “Why?” Why risk your life to collect souvenirs from enemy bodies? Why go AWOL from a
hospital to return to your unit on the frontline? Why loot the homes of civilians? Why weren’t
supplies (e.g., soap, cigarettes, beer, candy) not making its way to the front line?If you ever
served in the military, you’ll recognize yourself and others in BAND OF BROTHERS; especially
the officers. There are good officers, but it’s the bad officers that you never forget. Command
leadership during wartime is difficult and unforgiving if an officer is not up to the task and does
not have the respect of those under his command. BAND OF BROTHERS should be required
reading at the military academies, ROTC classes, and OCS. The leadership of Major Dick
Winters is what every officer should attempt to emulate.BAND OF BROTHERS is unique
because it gives the readers an insider’s look at the formation, organization, training, operation,
tactics, leadership, comradeship, etc. of a small combat unit from its inception to the end of the
war. BAND OF BROTHERS takes the reader on a very revealing three-year personal journey
through World War 2. The PTSD that these men went through after World War 2 changed them
forever. Stephen Ambrose gives closure to the book by telling what happened 50 years later to
those who returned home.BAND OF BROTHERS revealed to me that the movie “Saving Private
Ryan” was based on Fritz Niland of the 101st Airborne Division who fought on D-Day. Niland’s
two brothers died on D-Day and a third brother was presumed KIA in Burma (later found to be a
POW).  After the deaths of his brothers, Niland was ordered from combat and returned home.”

Florida Reviewer, “Outstanding book, even if you saw the miniseries, read this book. This book
really takes you there, in a personal way. Yet, unlike so many of the "first person interview" type
books that became popular after this was published, you don't lose out on the big picture. The
strategy isn't lost even though we're seeing it from the squad and soldier level of the war.
Ambrose deserves great credit for taking such a mountain of research and distilling it down to a
very readable form. The book is as good a page-turner as any fictional novel, even though these
are real people's lives. I saw the miniseries years ago, and was reluctant to buy the book thinking
it wouldn't be worth it. But the book has so much more detail, and is far more personal. My father
served in combat in WW2, and I have read hundreds of books about the war over the past 40
years. Band of Brothers rates among the best, and I strongly recommend reading this book.”

Andy, “A Great Read, very moving. This is a great book about "Easy" company from the 101st
Airborne, from training right thro to the end of the war, including the horrors of "The Battle of the
Bulge". Ambrose writes in an enjoyable style, not a dry, just factual way so makes it easy to read
this type of book. I have the HBO's DVD box set so knew the story but as always so much more
in a book. I really recommend this book for anybody that has an interest in World War 2 or just in



human courage.***** Update. After reading some of the negative reviews on here I felt I had to
comment. Yes its written by an American, so yes it very much has an American slant on both
what "Easy" company did and about the whole war. To be honest as he was probably initially
writing for American readers that is to be expected. I am sure the are inaccuracies in it as well,
but then most history books the are, they are always a personal interpretation of the facts. If you
truly want an accurate account of any historical time you need to read several books about the
same subject and then can take an informed view about whats been written. Yes of course
during the war thousands of men exhibited the same courage and determination, from the USA,
UK, France and the Germans and other nations, but this book was just about one set of men
"Easy" company from the USA.”

Alexander Stewart, “A thought out and honourable telling of Easy Company and their
experiences.. I feel a great deal of sadness when reading about Easy Company, as the last of
the Band of Brothers reach the end of their lives it cannot be helped to feel an extreme amount
of respect towards them, and a longing to personally thank them for their sacrifice. They
represent the best of the best . Their story resonates perfectly with my feelings towards the
Allied response to Nazi Germany . Yet this book is the closest we will ever get to knowing what
these guys went through.Part of me wishes that this book was longer, that each of the Chapters
contained multiple view points so that we might have gained more insight into what exactly
happened . But realistically the approach used in this book is more than enough when combined
with the Miniseries .”

Ebook Tops Reader, “including the intense training of the members of the platoon under an
Officer in US who came to be hated by them because of his rigour. I'm finding this fascinating
reading, despite the fact that I have seen the TV series (which, incidentally, is faithful to and
brings out the spirit of the book). The book adds detail and commentary on the exploits of one
US platoon in the fight to recapture the European mainland after the D-Day landing, including
the intense training of the members of the platoon under an Officer in US who came to be hated
by them because of his rigour, but whose determination to turn raw recruits into a fighting
machine was significantly responsible for their ability to fight the war in overwhelmingly difficult
circumstances because of their felt brotherhood. Thoroughly recommended. It will be helpful to
read another book which gives a wider account of the campaign before reading this closely-
focused and personally-based book.”

KlaatuWithGort, “Sublime filming based on real events and people. A masterpiece.. Maybe it's a
generation thing (I was born in 1947), but this is a series I can watch again and again with gaps
of a couple of years in between. It is incredibly complete, brilliantly acted and directed and very
moving. Filmed more from the personal view of the individual soldier than from a General's
strategic viewpoint, it gives a full and convincing account of what it must have been like for our



parents and grandparents to liberate Europe as they moved from Normandy to Austria. And I
can hardly listen to Michael Kamen's musical introduction without a tear coming to the eyes. For
me it is a masterpiece of television.”

The book by Stephen E. Ambrose has a rating of 5 out of 4.8. 5,364 people have provided
feedback.
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